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Let's come up with 5 top
prompts for developers!
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Hi, I'm Leo!
Follow me and Dirk Zee

for AI Expertise



"Help me debug,
comment and improve

this [programming
language] code

snippet."
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Why it's a timesaver: Debugging can consume
hours, if not days, especially when you're stuck

on an elusive issue. By seeking assistance,
software engineers can identify and rectify

errors more efficiently, cutting down
troubleshooting time and accelerating the

development process.



Why it's a timesaver:
Understanding

algorithmic efficiency
is essential for

optimizing code
performance. A clear
and concise overview

of Big O notation allows
engineers to quickly
gauge the scalability

of their solutions
without wading

through complex
theoretical texts.

"Explain the concept of
Big O notation."
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Why it's a timesaver:
Developing a RESTful
API is foundational for

many modern
applications. Getting

step-by-step
guidance ensures

that engineers set up
their APIs correctly

from the outset,
reducing the need for

later revisions and
ensuring

compatibility with
other systems.

"How do I create a
RESTful API?"
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Why it's a timesaver: Database selection
directly impacts application performance,

scalability, and design. By understanding the
fundamental differences between SQL and

NoSQL, engineers can make informed choices
faster, aligning their database with their

application's needs without extensive research.

"What are the
similarities and 

 differences between
SQL and NoSQL

databases?"
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Why it's a timesaver:
Efficient version control is

pivotal in collaborative
coding environments.

Having a quick reference for
Git commands ensures that
engineers can seamlessly
integrate their changes,

reducing potential conflicts
and streamlining team

workflows.

"Teach me about Git
commands for
branching and

merging."
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Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you
feed it as part of your prompts, the stronger it

gets and the more it helps you.
 

Tell it about your job every time you prompt!

Remember to
Feed your AI
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Did you enjoy this carousel? Let me know in the
comments below, and consider reposting and

sharing this carousel!

Have your own tips, favorite
prompts, or want exposure?
Feel free to comment below!


